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Errors in
reasoning



Petitio Principii: The merry-go-round!

This application is best suited for integration as it is an integration app whose primary
purpose is to facilitate integration.

Source: https://nharms11.wordpress.com/2014/03/30/find-the-fallacy/

Circular argument/Begging the question



False dilemma: The illusion of choice

When you create a CS record, data is saved either in
the Source folder or in the Computer System folder.

With appropriate customizations, record data can also
be saved in the System folder.

The “either-or” fallacy



False analogy and false conditional

Incomplete
comparison

This product provides better
integrations with all standard
customizations.

If you have an overview of the product, the information
in this section will help you to install, configure, and use
the product.

The information in this section helps you to install,
configure, and use the product.

False
conditional



Affirming the consequent

You must perform the following procedures to ensure that the configuration is successful.

To ensure that the configuration is successful, perform the following procedures.

True

For the configuration to be successful, you must perform the following procedures.



Relative privation: The lesser evil wins!

The “not as bad as” argument

The lag while uploading content to SS console is 25 minutes, which is
the least compared with the 1-hour waiting period characteristic to all
similar products in the market.
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